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Travel to campus the other way

TOMORROW BY BIKE?
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Participate or not?
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Positive AttitudeKnowledge

Behaviour! 
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H A S S L E H A B I T



COGNITIVE DISSONANCE…

(Festinger, 1957)
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But cars are bad for 

the environment! 

I am driving a car
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In short….

It’s Not Easy Being Green

• In short….

In short….



Who am I?

• Assistant Professor Organization and Public Management
Faculty of Technology, Policy, and Management
Delft University of Technology

• Behavioural scientist 

• Studying psychological mechanisms underlying complex, 
social behaviour

• Domains: climate change, (cyber)security, terrorism, 
humanitarian aid

• Designing (and testing) interventions that affect (choice) 
behaviour 

• Car driver…
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Background 
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•

Why is being green important? 



Climate Change
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Goals of Environmental Policies

• Reduce carbon footprint

• Accept (new) energy technologies

• Adapt to climate change effects
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Barriers
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Why is it hard to reduce, accept, and adapt? 



“Classic”
barriers to green behaviour

Financial barriers

• e.g., Solar panels are expensive to purchase

Technological barriers 

• e.g., Apartments lack a roof for solar panels

Institutional barriers

• e.g., “Monument” homeowners may not place solar panels

Informational barriers

• e.g., Homeowners do not know what solar panels suit them
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Lately, more attention to psychology…

• EU report “Behavioural Insights applied to policy” 
(2016) 

• WRR report “Met kennis van gedrag beleid maken” 
(2014) 

• The book “Nudge” (Sunstein & Thaler)

• Development of governmental Behavioural 
Insights Teams (“BIT or Nudge Teams”)

• Behavioural Public Administration (scientific field)
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https://ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/publication/eur-scientific-and-technical-research-reports/behavioural-insights-applied-policy-european-report-2016
https://www.wrr.nl/publicaties/rapporten/2014/09/10/met-kennis-van-gedrag-beleid-maken


Many Psychological Barriers
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Robert Gifford, Dragons of inaction (2011)

…help explain why a person agrees that climate 

change and environmental sustainability are 

important problems, yet does not take enough action 

to effectively deal with those problems



Irrational? 

Economy:

• “Humans are irrational!” 

Psychology: 

• “Humans are functional!”

Public Administration:

• “Humans have a bounded rationality!”
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qpPYdMs97eE


Dragons Of Inaction

17Source: https://www.dragonsofinaction.com/

https://www.dragonsofinaction.com/


Psychological Barriers Hinder 
Climate Action

In short….
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Research
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Studying green behaviour 



Societal relevance
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UN Environment, 2017

Understanding human decision-making can provide 

insights on how to design more effective policies on 

sustainable consumption and production

Ultimate goal:

Mitigate (impact) of climate change



Scientific Relevance

• Psychologists have expertise on human 
brain, reflexes, cognition, emotions, 
perceptions, expectations, personality, 
values etc)

• Psychologists have a specific tool box of 
research instruments (largely 
quantitative, surveys, experiments)

• Psychologists are well-trained in 
statistical analyses
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What do we 
investigate then? 

• Reduction of carbon footprint

• Acceptance of energy/sustainable 
technologies and policies

• Adaptation to climate change effects

Research level:
BSc, MSc, PhD and up
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Research Projects: Reduce

• The hassle factor as a psychological barrier to a
green home

• Schools as energy-hubs in neighbourhoods

• Role of knowledge in reducing vampire power

• Investigating the purchase of ugly foods

• Factors in renting sustainable student housing

• Identity framing effects on sustainability

• Design tricks for green framing

• Separating garbage in work and public spaces 

• Sustainable buildings and construction in Suriname

• Sustainable renovations at schools
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Schools As Energyhubs
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Research Projects: Accept

• Facts or feelings? Communication about high-voltage 
power lines

• Pitfalls in communication about CO2 
capture/transport/storage

• Public acceptability of hydrogen fuel stations

• Studying geothermal energy in Indonesia

• Acceptance of sustainable technologies at the work floor

• Adoption of electric bicycles for daily commute

• Public support for Tradable Peak Credits to reduce 
congestion
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Research Projects: 
Adapt

• Reducing the hassle-factor in green 
home investments

• Not in my backyard: Bridging the 
intention-behavior gap of greening 
domestic gardens with science-based 
nudges
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Recommendations
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Can behavioural insights enhance success of environmental policies?



Policy Formation

EU report “Behavioral Insights 2016”
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Behaviourally-

aligned

(hindsight)

Behaviourally-

informed

(theoretical)

Behaviourally-

tested

(assessed)



Policy Implementation

• Subsidies (subsidies are difficult to 
apply, ease it up)

• Education  (simple, relevant, balanced 
message, social norms)

• Facilitation (remove hassle-factor)

All benefit from behavioural 
insights! 
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Whatever you do:
Give a clear, simple action perspective! 
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Not : “Reduce! Accept! Adapt!”

But : “Turn of your lights when you leave”

“Read this simple brochure about the pros 

and cons of wind energy”

“Remove one paving stone from your garden 

and replace it by a plant”
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Questions? Ask them now… 

or later…
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g.devries-2@tudelft.nl

@GerdienDeVries

Gerdien de Vries

Gerdien de Vries, PhD

https://www.tudelft.nl/en/socialinnovation

mailto:g.devries-2@tudelft.nl


Extra Slides
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Just to be sure…



Ethical Research Questions

• Are behavioural interventions perceived as manipulation 
or facilitation? 

• What is the role of the “intervener” (e.g., Shell, 
Greenpeace or national government)

• Should interventions be transparent or are they less 
effective then? 

• Should there always be an opt-out?  

• What is well-being? Who decides about that? 
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False Balance
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AGW

Denial

Climate

Science


